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The Tree That Time Built 2009-10-01
a poetry celebration of nature science the environment and the wonder of it all from
the children s poet laureate the tree that time built is a moving anthology of more
than 100 poems celebrating the wonders of the natural world and encouraging
environmental awareness with a focus on the outdoors this collection taps into today s
environmental movement and also presents wonders of nature and science most especially
darwin s theory of evolution from which this collection gains its name included is an
exclusive audio cd of many of the poets reading their own work including dynamic
introductions to nine sections of poems plus brief introductions to many individual
poems this collection reaches out to young people and stimulates their innate curiosity
and idealism this rich collection showcases a wide range of poets including theodore
roethke dylan thomas carl sandburg douglas florian jeff moss jack prelutsky mary ann
hoberman

Getting Higher 2011-05-23
alongside the mountain poems from men on ice order of the day and western swing will be
brand new material facsimiles of previously unpublished material including his first
poem written in 1972 and illustrations and material from the national library of
scotland archive a beautiful collector s item full of illustrations marginalia and
notes

Moby-Dick in Pictures 2011
a collection of illustrations inspired by lines from every single page of the 552 page
signet classics paperback edition of herman melville s moby dick

Song of the Water Boatman 2005
a collection of poems that provide a look at some of the animals insects and plants
that are found in ponds with accompanying information about each

Breaking Broken English 2019-03-26
black arab political and cultural solidarity has had a long and rich history in the
united states that alliance is once again exerting a powerful influence on american
society as black american and arab american activists and cultural workers are joining
forces in formations like the movement for black lives and black for palestine to
address social justice issues in breaking broken english hartman explores the
historical and current manifestations of this relationship through language and
literature with a specific focus on arab american literary works that use the english
language creatively to put into practice many of the theories and ideas advanced by
black american thinkers breaking broken english shows how language is the location
where literary and poetic beauty meet the political in creative work hartman draws out
thematic connections between arabs arab americans and black americans around politics
and culture and also highlights the many artistic ways these links are built she shows
how political and cultural ideas of solidarity are written in creative texts and
emphasizes their potential to mobilize social justice activists in the united states
and abroad in the ongoing struggle for the liberation of palestine

Collected Shorter Poems 1953
eddie gibbons fourth full length collection what they say about you is a poetry book
like no other playful thoughtful inventive and much larger than your average slim
volume what they say about you was shortlised in poetry for scottish book of the year
eddie gibbons was born in liverpool but lives in scotland he was a winner at the
inaugural edwin morgan poetry prize at the edinburgh international book festival in
2008 the poetry in what they say about you covers love family life glorious wordplay
and celebrations of eddie s beloved liverpool football club

What They Say About You 2012-01-12
a much anticipated debut collection from one of canada s most promising emerging poets
pebble swing earns its title from the image of stones skipping their way across a body
of water or in the author s case syllables and traces of her mother tongue bouncing
back at her from the water s reflective surface this collection is about language and
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family histories it is the author s attempt to piece together the resonant aftermath of
the chinese cultural revolution which stole the life of her paternal grandmother as an
immigrant whose grasp of mandarin is fading wang explores absences in her caesuras and
fragmentation that which is unspoken but endures the poems in this collection also
trace the experiences of a young poet who left home at seventeen to pursue writing the
result is a series of city poetry infused with memory the small joys of vancouver s
everyday environmental politics grief and notions of home while the poetics of response
are abundant in the collection with poems written to natalie lim and ashley hynd the
last section of the book thirteen ghazals and anti ghazals after phyllis webb forges a
continued response to phyllis webb on salt spring island and innovates within the
possibilities of the experimental ghazal form

Pebble Swing 2022-04-03
nita penfold has been writing poetry since the age of eight these personae poems span
almost 30 years of her writing collected together for the first time in a complete form
chronicling her journey into learning to accept and honor her authentic self and her
development as a feminist

The Woman With the Wild-Grown Hair: Complete Poems
2017-06-27
one last word is the work of a master poet kwame alexander newbery medal winning author
of the crossover from the new york times bestselling and coretta scott king award
winning author nikki grimes comes an emotional special new collection of poetry
inspired by the harlem renaissance paired with full color original art from today s
most exciting african american illustrators inspired by the writers of the harlem
renaissance bestselling author nikki grimes uses the golden shovel poetic method to
create wholly original poems based on the works of master poets like langston hughes
georgia douglas johnson jean toomer and others who enriched history during this era
each poem is paired with one of a kind art from today s most exciting african american
illustrators including pat cummings brian pinkney sean qualls james ransome javaka
steptoe and many more to create an emotional and thought provoking book with timely
themes for today s readers a foreword an introduction to the history of the harlem
renaissance author s note poet biographies and index makes this not only a book to
cherish but a wonderful resource and reference as well a 2017 new york public library
best kids book of the year a kirkus reviews best book of 2017 middle grade a school
library journal best book of 2017 nonfiction

One Last Word 2017-01-03
manatomy is a collection of wry witty and cheeky poems exploring how nature nurture pop
culture prejudice and politics shape the identity of camp gay man james mcdermott
structured in three parts boy youth and man manatomy interrogates how the experiences
of growing up gay in a homophobic world and in rural millennial england affect a gay
man s relationships with himself his partners the lgbtq community and the wider world

Manatomy 2020-08-06
an archived collection of poetry by short story writer poet billy van this is a
remarkable collection find out more by visiting billyvan weebly com

Pocket of Poetry 2009-02-20
now one of booklist s 30 best books of the year genius wired com marilyn singer s verse
in follow follow practically dances down each page the effect is miraculous and pithy
the wall street journal once upon a time mirror mirror a brilliant book of fairy tale
themed reversos a poetic form in which the poem is presented forward and then backward
became a smashing success now a second book is here with more witty double takes on
well loved fairy tales such as thumbelina and the little mermaid read these clever
poems from top to bottom and they mean one thing then reverse the lines and read from
bottom to top and they mean something else it is almost like magic a celebration of
sight sound and story this book is a marvel to read again and again
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On Forgetting a Language 2019
a graphic novel portrait of the wild antics and legendary poetry of the laughing pair
han shan and shih te two of china s greatest poets this is a smart funny graphic novel
exploring the life legend and lore of two of the greatest poets in chinese history han
shan known as cold mountain and shih te who reportedly lived during the tang dynasty
618 906 ce they were critics of authority both secular and religious and champions of
social justice who left their poetry on tree trunks and rocks they were also reportedly
monastics drunks cave dwellers immortals and many other wild and wondrous things there
is much delightful uncertainty about this laughing pair including whether or not they
actually existed what is known is that the poetry attributed to them was greatly
influential in both china and japan and to the beat writers in the united states during
the 1950s and 60s acclaimed manga creator sean michael wilson has brought these
renegade poets to life showing the places they went and the philosophical and
meditative aspects of their lives as well as revealing their humor and wackiness and
their penetrating insights into the human condition their poetry is interwoven
throughout translations by j p seaton one of the most respected tranlsators of chinese
poetry in the united states

Follow Follow 2013-02-07
eighteen poems that guide the reader on an international tour jacket front flap

Cold Mountain (Graphic Novel) 2015-04-14
above all poetry for both its readers and its writers is a form that demands
attentiveness and active intelligence it treats language as a volatile and charged
commodity and one whose subtleties and nuances are worth puzzling over sarah holland
batt award winning poet critic editor and academic sarah holland batt takes the helm as
editor of this year s best australian poems demonstrating the diversity inventive
brilliance and dynamism of our country s finest poets this collection features work
from both rising stars and well known figures and presents a dazzling array of themes
and styles whether addressing biotechnology or domestic violence migrant experience or
the natural world the poems in this anthology are sure to inspire provoke and move
poets include martin harrison judith beveridge clive james keven brophy joanne burns
les murray pam brown eileen chong luke davies laurie duggan geoff page ali cobby
eckermann toby fitch robert gray lisa gorton natalie harkin john kinsella felicity
plunkett chris wallace crabbe billy marshall stoneking cate kennedy david malouf julie
chevalier lionel g fogarty and many more

City I Love 2009-04-01
janet marie waldrep began writing from her heart at the early age of 11 as a victim of
incest and childhood sexual assault she found writing poems helped to ease the pain and
facilitate her healing and recovery process as such she felt compelled to compile this
collection of her own poems marie was awarded the editor s choice award in january 2004
for outstanding achievement in poetry by poetry com and the international library of
poetry for her poem still i cry she has created a web site called the mighty phoenix
with information to help promote awareness and healing of all sexual abuse

The Best Australian Poems 2016 2016-11-07
khaled hakim is the great lost british experimental writer of the last quarter century
i believe that his importance lies in the fact that he brings a powerful and original
set of ingredients to the most important kind of contemporary poetry his film making
background and engagement with the work of stan brakhage changed the speed and the
angle of his l a n g u a g e polarized poetry he was the only uk poet to work with
david antin s conversational poetics his brummie styled phonetic writing drew parallels
with the similarly individual universes of tom leonard and bill bissett and his class
and colour were and still are of course important the conversations that his writing
and being sparked in the 1990s have never really been followed through in british
poetry tim atkins from the foreword to this volume

Voice That Has Spoken from Within 2005-03
new york times bestseller a collection of prayer poetry and spiritual practice
centering the black interior world from the author of this here flesh and creator of
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black liturgies a true spiritual balm for our troubled times michael eric dyson author
of what truth sounds like for years cole arthur riley was desperate for a spirituality
she could trust amid ongoing national racial violence the isolation of the pandemic and
a surge of anti black rhetoric in many christian spaces she began dreaming of a more
human more liberating expression of faith she went on to create black liturgies a
digital project that connects spiritual practice with black emotion black memory and
the black body in this book she brings together hundreds of new prayers along with
letters poems meditation questions breath practices scriptures and the writings of
black literary ancestors to offer forty three liturgies that can be practiced
individually or as a community inviting readers to reflect on their shared experiences
of wonder rest rage and repair and creating rituals for holidays like lent and
juneteenth arthur riley writes with a poet s touch and a sensitivity that has made her
one of the most important spiritual voices at work today for anyone healing from
communities that were more violent than loving for anyone who has escaped the trauma of
white christian nationalism religious homophobia or transphobia for anyone asking what
it means to be human in a world of both beauty and terror black liturgies is a work of
healing and empowerment and a vision for what might be

Letters from the Takeaway 2019-06-14
perhaps you know them for their deer dances or for their rich easter ceremonies or
perhaps only from the writings of anthropologists or of carlos castaneda but now you
can come to know the yaqui indians in a whole new way anita endrezze born in california
of a yaqui father and a european mother has written a multilayered work that
interweaves personal mythical and historical views of the yaqui people throwing fire at
the sun water at the moon is a blend of ancient myths poetry journal extracts short
stories and essays that tell her people s story from the early 1500s to the present and
her family s story over the past five generations reproductions of endrezze s paintings
add an additional dimension to her story and illuminate it with striking visual imagery
endrezze has combed history and legend to gather stories of her immediate family and
her mythical ancient family the two converging in the spirit of storytelling she tells
aztec and yaqui creation stories tales of witches and seductresses with recurring
motifs from both yaqui and chicano culture she shows how christianity has deeply
infused yaqui beliefs sharing poems about the flood and stories of a yaqui jesus she re
creates the coming of the spaniards through the works of such historical personages as
andrŽs pŽrez de ribas and finally she tells of those individuals who carry the yaqui
spirit into the present day people like the esperanza sisters her grandmothers and
others balance characters like coyote woman and the virgin of guadalupe to show that
yaqui women are especially important as carriers of their culture greater than the sum
of its parts endrezze s work is a new kind of family history that features a startling
use of language to invoke a people and their past a time capsule with a female soul
written to enable her to understand more about her ancestors and to pass this
understanding on to her own children throwing fire at the sun water at the moon helps
us gain insight not only into yaqui culture but into ourselves as well

Black Liturgies 2024-01-16
this debut collection of poetry and prose by jade amoli jackson tell stories of life
growing up in rural uganda and then of the brutal conflict and violence that she and so
many other people experienced her writing also provides an extraordinary insight into
the process of seeking asylum in the uk and of making london her new home published
with support from platforma arts and refugees network the collection has been put
together and edited by lucy popescu jade amoli jackson s mentor at the write to life
project at freedom from torture most of the refugee stories we read about in the media
are negative says lucy this wonderful collection of jade s work directly challenges the
negative press given to asylum seekers jade s courage shines through her writing and
pays testament to the strength of the human spirit

Throwing Fire at the Sun, Water at the Moon 2000-03
an illustrated first book of poetry here s a little poem contains over 60 verses from
noted english and american authors including wendy cope roger mcgough john agard and
grace nichols

Moving a Country 2013-05-20
the life giving image of blood courses through the poetry of j r mcrae it may be the
thumping blood of the lover or the innocent blood of children or the hungry but defiant
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blood of the homeless or the impetuous blood of youth or the thinning blood of the war
veteran or it may be the blood that is shed as life hangs in the balance or is lost
whichever form the image takes her poetry is always ruddy with vigour pulsing with
vitality her sympathies extend beyond the human world one of the longer poems the
monument tree takes the form of the autobiography of a tree these are poems of
experience but not poems of confession in all her poems she combines experience
imagination sympathy and art so deftly that she invites us to look outward and share
the world with her rather than directing our attention towards herself the result is a
rich and generous book george thomasdeputy editor quadrant october 2013blood other
essentials is a collection that will confirm the range and versatility of jr mcrae s
poetry in themselves those are attributes that are reasonably attainable to do so with
a singular depth to each poem s continually and varied subject however is another
matter in the poems of blood mcrae does succeed in doing so the insight of the true
observer craft of the exact writer empathy of the fellow human are all brought together
as they should be for together they are what goes towards making the true poet with her
poems mcrae both stands back and becomes intimately involved whatever their individual
subjects she has written her poems with both the detached eye and the wish to become
part blood is an eclectic mix of poems that are catholic in subject form and imagery
all the many poems in this book go on in their varied subject matter style and question
but all again with that their own singular depth john miles poetry editor indaily
solstice media 16 01 2016

Transparent Strangers 2012
this book explores poetry and pedagogy in practice across the lifespan poetry is
directly linked to improved literacy creativity personal development emotional
intelligence complex analytical thinking and social interaction all skills that are
crucial in contemporary educational systems however a narrow focus on stem subjects at
the expense of the humanities has led educators to deprioritize poetry and to overlook
its interdisciplinary multi modal potential the editors and contributors argue that
poetry is not a luxury but a way to stimulate linguistic experiences that are formally
rich and cognitively challenging to learn through poetry is not just to access
information differently but also to forge new and different connections that can serve
as reflective tools for lifelong learning this interdisciplinary book will be of value
to teachers and students of poetry as well as scholars interested in literacy across
the disciplines

Here's a Little Poem 2010
what inspires us what is the source of our joy peace wisdom and happiness no matter who
we are where we are from our religious beliefs or how we identify ourselves there is
one thing that unites us our belief and relationship in a higher power what we call
this power is as varied as we are whether it is god jehovah allah yahweh and the like
it is our need for a spiritual foundation that connects us like a finely woven thread
in an elaborate tapestry we are united purely on that basis creating a beautiful image
of a kind of solidarity if we take the time to recognize it in this intimate collection
of poems you will see this in action as poets from all walks of life hailing from both
the near and the far have allowed us to peek inside the deepest parts of themselves
with beautiful prose and rhyme you will enjoy both the diversity of expression and the
connection of our love of the divine that sustains us all

Missing You: A Collection of Short Poems 2016-06-30
these poems are inspired by fantasy nature mythology love and heartbreak if poetry is
the language of the soul it s also the non literal use of words to convey emotional
meaning it is about feelings rather than clearly fixed ideas there s beauty here as
well as darkness the raven watching with a baleful eye a black scavenger sentinel of
the sky looking for a weakness looking for a chance looking for an error young lovers
caught up in the dance with a shriek and a pounce he seizes on his prey and another
newborn baby is safely stole away lurking in the darkness clutching a branch so cold
raven has the desperation of youth and the sour wisdom of the old in spite of all the
raucous noise in the end he is alone and when i look out through his eyes i can see why
he is so bold for the world is a big and empty place and the nights get very cold

Blood and Other Essentials 2018-10-08
in this stream of life this book of powerful poetic lines of empathy and mercy counter
the sorrow and harshness that claim our yesterdays and tomorrows and help us redeem
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this present day this present moment selah river is the third collection of published
poems by daniel wilcox a poet and fiction writer who has traveled rivers of the world
and rivers of the soul and rivers of the mind

Reflections: A Collection of Short Stories & Poems
2014-03-14
a collection of poetry by arthur smith

Poetry and Pedagogy across the Lifespan 2012-02-04
includes poetry about ben chifley suite at the kurrajong hotel in canberra

The Gospel: According to Poetry 2012-10-01
inspired by my works on my website mysticstories weebly com shadow s song is for the
most part a collection of poetry created by me although it does contain a short story
known as bloodstained halo i find it fair to warn this book is not for those faint at
heart but if you enjoy dark chilling poetry this will definitely be your book if you
are looking for a quick read to lighten your mood put this book down and walk away

Selected Poems 2021-02-09
fiction winner of the 11th annual rose metal press short short chapbook contest chosen
by contest judge amelia gray a limited edition chapbook featuring two color letterpress
covers and specialty endsheets the passion of woo isolde scintillates with the thrall
of the unknown and the forbidden the immigrant and the exile in each of these twenty
four very short fictions novelist and poet jennifer tseng explores the limits and
limitlessness of our ability to see a museum worker meets her wife from a previous life
in the form of a security guard a mouse believes she and a lion share a covenant
newlyweds who speak two different languages make love without understanding one another
with its host of unforgettable characters the collection accumulates into a work of
elegance and daring from a writer whose intuitive leaps and emotional intelligence make
her one of the most compelling voices writing across genres today

Selah River 2020-03
this is the first season of poetry and photographs exclusively created by robin
langston most of the poems in this collection are an exploration into the dark reaches
of the mind and heart so that one may ponder the highs and lows of life to better
appreciate the blessings they might receive we cannot truly know and understand the
light until we have at least peered into the darkness and until we have overcome the
darkness that lives within each of our own souls can you appreciate the blessings in
your life without understanding what it is like to stumble within the dark have
compassion for those around you who are going through dark times and who are stumbling
in their own darkness

Euphoria 1996
from an acclaimed anthologist comes this unforgettable collection of one hundred poems
by teenagers capturing the vertigo inducing realm of romantic love the poets are
straight gay lesbian bi or transgender they live next door or across an ocean they are
innocent or experienced their lyric explorations range from new love to stale love
obsession to ennui ecstasy to heartbreak and every nuance in between whether the
romantic escapades described are touching comical or tragic whether the feelings
expressed are tender and sweet or brutal and biting readers will find the love these
young poets openly share to be exquisitely excruciatingly endlessly fascinating here is
a collection to turn to again and again because life and love keep on changing

Split the Sea 2009
parkinson s disease chronic illness intimate autonomy psychology jungian psychology
from the initial port of a relating pattern with parkinson s disease consisting of the
usual fight flight freeze or the book s new fall structural methodology the author
takes off on a voyage harboring cryptic intimations about being with an illness about a
less ego accentuated interacting this remarkable transmutation happens gradually a re
molding takes place during the course of an eight year journey the nucleus of this book
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is a descriptive narrative of this journey of a voyage to the paradoxical space of an
intimate autonomy even though the hiss of hope is about living with a chronic disease
the book does not dwell on a life of suffering and desperation but rather it also
depicts the adventure leading to places to encounters and to depths of experience that
would not have been possible without first having been ambushed by parkinson s today s
zeitgeist seems to be pregnant with dark and fearful hints of impending disasters this
book suggests an intimate autonomy as a culturally integrable relating pattern to cope
with life in the first half of the 21st century and with death with a grateful nod to
parkinson s disease and its initial rupture of her life the author concludes her book
with a generous smile the sparkle of the before space links to the calm radiance of the
after and the sibilant hiss reveals itself as a dynamic third between hope and no hope
a concurrent unity of an intimate togetherness and an autonomous separateness a
beginning asserts itself at the end parkinson s reacts with a wise and iconic grin

Orders of Affection 2009-11-06

The Ghost Poetry Project 2017-08-08

Shadow's Song 2014-08-29

The Passion of Woo & Isolde 2010-12-14

Winter of my Soul: Poetry & Photo Collection #1 2019-05-03

Falling Hard

The hiss of hope
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